
Advanced personalization of content 
driving customer engagement and actions

Its mission: encouraging, informing and inspiring trail 
runners of all ages and abilities. In 2022, Trail Runner 
shifted its content offering exclusively online.

T h e  C h a l l e n g e

Trail Runner Magazine, part of the 
Outside network of publications, 
covers the places, events, gear, 
fitness, and training for all things 
related to trail running.


T h e  S o lu t i o n

Ability to leverage timely and accurate consumer activity data. Bringing 
personalization and scalable efficiency to heightened engagement.



T h e  R e s u lt s

Leveraging LX for Content 
Personalization That Delivers 
Stronger Engagement

Participants were enthusiastic to share their actual 
activity data in exchange for relevant content 
customized and delivered to their inboxes. This was in 
stark contrast to other traditional newsletters which 
lack the customer segmentation and associated 
matching of relevant and timely content.



Enrolled reader feedback has been overwhelmingly 
positive to the curated content they received with 
Trail Intel, and positive word of mouth has resulted in 
increased participation.

After a successful 3-month pilot with Trail Runner, leadership 

within Outside Inc, particularly within the Outside Endurance 

segment, made the decision to increase the scope and scale of 

LX-driven content initiatives.


Trail Intel has been rebranded to Run Intel, and now  

includes content from multiple running publications 

(Trail Runner, Women’s Running, Outside Run).

Marketing Strategy Comparison
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DashLX helps innovative brands and organizations leverage Lived Experience (LX): the digital 

representation of what active people experience in the real world, sourced from wearable 

technologies.


Access to LX requires user permission and empowers brands to deliver better products, experiences, 

services, and outcomes to individuals at scale. LX solutions drive hyper-personalization and authentic 

community building experiences, informing improved products, relevant product recommendations, 

effective outreach, and two-way engagement. 


Visit  for more information.DashLX.com

Trail Runner, the authority on off-road running since 1999, is the only magazine dedicated to the 

trail-running community, and our mission is to encourage runners of all ages and abilities to 

experience the outdoors and achieve a healthier lifestyle.

DashLX enables the collection and analysis of real-time Lived Experience 

data from engaged data-sharers who are rewarded with a substantially 

deeper and more valuable engagement by Trail Runner Magazine. 


Rich, relevant content from Trail Runner Magazine is efficiently targeted 

and shared, via seamless integration with pre-existing email systems, now 

based on the hyper-personalization knowledge gleaned by the runners’ 

actual and timely LX run data.

Summary

No one has bridged the gap on athlete-centered content delivery until now. This LX 

data-driven innovation has both spiked reader engagement and provided a way to 

highlight the value of our content. I also love that this is a tool built by & for athletes.
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